
Understanding use & purpose of DLITE diamond Polishing laps: 

Everyone has observed the birth of a new road or highway from rough, 

virgin forest, and open land to a final smooth concrete or tarmac 

surface. There is a similarity between what highway construction 

companies do to make our sleek modern highways, as compared to 

faceting.  

The following is a short primer on the proper process of polishing 

gemstones using the DLITE diamond polishing laps.  

The most effective polishing regimen distributes the work-load over a 

broader range of meshes, or grit sizes and laps.  Doing so will preserve 

more of the mineral rough; as well as your cutting/polishing laps.  

The harsher the cutting lap, the greater the negative effect it will have 

on the subsurface of gemstone rough. A farmer first plows the field. 

Then he discs and cultivates until the soil becomes a planting medium 

worthy of growing seeds into food.  

The Resin-bonded diamond DLITES are referenced by color code 

depicting a range of grit sizes, from 325 to 50k.  The DLITES are a 

polishing system used after initially cutting rough with a steel/diamond 

lap. When used properly, the Lightning Laps will save time polishing to 

a fine, error-free finish. 

  But, the coarser grit laps, (325,600,1200) of this suite of DLITES, should 

never be used for “initial” cutting/forming of facets! That is what 

“metal-bonded” diamond cutting laps are for!!!! This cannot be 

stressed more emphatically! Because failing to do so will effectively 

reduce the life and usefulness of your diamond DLITES.  



 Once you’ve done the “initial” forming/cutting with an appropriate 

metal-bonded-steel-diamond lap, (325,600,1200), you can then begin 

the pre-polishing process with your diamond DLITES.  

Please Note: That both gem rough and polishing medium must give up 

something in order to arrive at a final flawless finished polish! A 5-step 

polishing process is recommended for the best results. This 5-step 

process should include, (600-steel, followed by DLITES-1200,3k,14k,8k, 

and 50k). Of course, the laps to use depends upon the species of gem 

rough. But for harder materials, or those with the peculiar cleavage 

plane issues, the most successful method is to “STEP your way” through 

from coarse to final polish, rather than bullying your way; jumping to 

finer polishes before it’s time! NO laps or stones like to be bullied! It 

will take a physical toll on them very quickly I might add!  

 


